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CFI Consensus Meeting Summary

- Attendance ≈ 120 people

- Presentations
  - “The Need”, Howard Frazier, Broadcom.
  - “Technical Viability”, Adam Healey, LSI.
Summary

- There is no 100GbE backplane solution, but…..
  - Networking equipment -
    - Faceplate capacities (10G, 40G, and 100G) are and will challenge current backplane solutions
  - Blade Servers
    - 40GbE Backplanes need to support future 100GbE servers

- 100GbE Cu Interfaces narrower than 100GBASE-CR10
  - May leverage a 100GbE backplane solution
  - Could enable multiple benefits – backwards compatibility with 40GbE, higher port density, and lower cost
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Summary of Straw Polls

- **Call-For-Interest**
  - Should a Study Group be formed for “100GbE Electrical Backplanes and Cu Cable Interface”?
  
  **Results:** Y: 95  N: 0  A: 8

- **Participation**
  - I would participate in the “100GbE Electrical Backplane and Cu Cable Interface” Study Group in IEEE 802.3.
  
  **Results:** 64

  - My company would support participation in the “100GbE Electrical Backplane and Cu Cable Interface” Study Group in IEEE 802.3
  
  **Results:** 43
Motion

- Move the IEEE 802.3 Working Group authorizes the formation of a study group for “100GbE Electrical Backplane and Twinaxial Copper Cable Assemblies.”

M: John D’Ambrosia
S: Adam Healey

>50%
802.3 Voters:  Y: 59  N: 0  A: 1

Motion Passes